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PART 8: Word 
Pairings & 
Groupings   

Word Pairings & Groupings—
Homophones, Homographs, & 
Near-Misses 
For some people, it’s confusing to try to learn similar or 
comparable vocabulary items together. In fact, some 
vocabulary books and courses avoid presenting analogous 
words at the same time for this reason. 

But even if we learn similar items at different times, we                   
may make mistakes in word usage. That’s because it’s                      
easy to substitute one word for another if we’re unaware                    
of the differences among them.  

In conscious, systematic language learning, it helps to 
recognize the similarities and differences among the words  
of a grouping. And to do this, we need to look at the items 
together so we can compare them. Then we’re more likely                  
to make the correct choices in context—or at least to look                    
up the words if we’re unsure. 

Some pairs or groups of words seem confusing because 
they’re pronounced the same or because they have identical 
or similar spellings or meanings. To be able to choose                     
among vocabulary items, we can try learning them                   
together. There are several kinds of word pairs or groups.  

 HOMOPHONES (sometimes called homonyms) are words 
with exactly the same pronunciation but different 
spellings and meanings. Some common examples are 
two, too, and to; there, their, and they’re; see and sea; 
pairs, pears, and pares; very and vary; and many others. 

How can we learn 
similar or possibly  

confusing vocabulary?  

To use vocabulary items 
appropriately, it’s not 
important to learn or   

remember linguistic terms. 
On the other hand, we need 

to understand how their 
concepts are significant to 

language learning. 

With homophones,                          
it’s differences in spelling 
that are relevant—but only     

in regard to written English. 
With homographs,                         

it’s often the reverse:                 
their “salient feature” is                      

their pronunciation, not                           
the letters that spell them. 
And with other pairings or 

groupings, it’s various 
(other) “attributes” that 

may be “critical.”   

In any case, the same 
techniques that apply to     
any kind of vocabulary 

learning and memory                         
will work—defining      

features, associating                    
these with meaning,                    

noting their contexts,                    
and  whatever else                    

comes to mind.  
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Why does 
English have so 
many confusing 
word pairs? 

The reason there 
are so many 
homophones in 
English is that 
there are many 
different but 
equivalent phonics 
patterns. Because 
various letters  
can spell the same 
sounds, there are 
several possible 
ways to write 
most sounds and 
combinations. 
Therefore, it’s 
possible—and 
common—for two 
or more different 
words to have the 
same pronunciation. 

Homographs came 
into being by 
chance. Often, each 
word in a group of 
homographs has a 
different origin or 
a different history. 

Other words may 
seem confusing 
because some of 
their parts are 
alike (e.g. an and 
and; lose and 
loose;  accept     
and except);                     
some of their 
letters are in 
reverse order  
(e.g. form vs. 
from); words are 
confused with 
phrases (e.g., 
maybe vs. may be), 
and so on.  

 I nstructions: Can you distinguish among homophones—
words with (almost) exactly the same pronunciation but 

different spellings and meanings? To find out, complete the 
vocabulary chart on the next two pages. It contains items    
from What’s the Word? that have homophones: 
 In the left column are some pairs of homophones, A & B, one          

under the other. Their parts of speech are in the 2nd column,                    
their meanings in the 3rd, and some examples that illustrate                    
their meaning in the last column.  

 Wherever there’s a dot (  ) with a line after it, there’s information 
missing. Fill in a suitably matching homophone, part of speech, 
definition for the context, and/or sentence or phrase example.  

You may use dictionaries, work with others, and/or get help.  
Remember—even homophones can be more than one part of 
speech and have more than one meaning, which makes them 
homonyms. Write appropriate parts of speech, definitions,   
and/or examples. (See Answer Key page 154 for possibilities.)  

 HOMOGRAPHS are words with the same spellings but different, 
unrelated origins and meanings. (Sometimes, they’re called 
heteronyms.) Often, they’re also pronounced differently. Some 
examples are wind (noun) and wind (verb); live (verb) and live 
(adjective); polish (verb) and Polish (nationality), and so on.  

 “NEAR-MISSES” are similar by chance. We sometimes confuse 
them because they look or sound similar or because we don’t 
notice the differences or know which word to use in which 
context. Some examples are all ready (adjective) vs. already 
(adverb); of (preposition) vs. off (adverb); through (preposition) 
vs. thorough (adjective), and many others.  

Info about commonly confused words is readily available online, 
including graphics like these. Visuals help in learning and memory. 
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VOCABULARY CHART: HOMOPHONES  

Pair of 
Homophones 

Parts of 

Speech 

Contrasting Definitions                                          
or Explanations 

Examples of Use of                   
the Two Items in Context 

1.  A. ad                                   
B. add 

 noun 
 verb 

 short word for advertisement 

 to put together to increase size/number 

 I saw an interesting job ad in the newspaper. 
 Can you add large numbers in your head? 

2. A. air                                        
B. heir                                  

 noun 
 noun 

 gases around the earth that we breathe 
 a person that receives property as an 

 All animals need air to breathe. 
 A king’s son may be heir to the throne.  

3. A.  _______                                       
B. bored  

 _______ 
 adjective 

 flat sheet of material, often wood  
 ___________________________ 

 _____________________________ 
 Don’t get bored with vocabulary.   

4. A.  _______                                   
B. break 

 _______ 
 verb 

 the pedal in a car that slows or stops it 
 ___________________________ 

 _____________________________ 
 If I drop my glasses, they’ll break.  

5. A.  _______                    
B. close 

 noun (pl.) 
 verb 

 garments and accessories to wear  
 ___________________________ 

 ______________________________ 
 Please close and lock all doors and windows.  

6. A. dear                                        
B. ________ 

 adjective 
 _______ 

 ___________________________ 
 a large, fast animal with antlers 

 Let’s call or visit our dear parents.  
 ______________________________ 

7. A. die                               
B. ________ 

 verb 
 _______ 

 ___________________________  
 to change the color of chemically 

 All humans have to die eventually. 
 ______________________________  

8. A.  do              
B. ________ 

 verb 
 _______ 

 (auxiliary used with other verbs) 
 ___________________________ 

 ______________________________ 
When are your library materials due?  

9. A.  for              
B. four 

 preposition 
 number 

 instead of; on behalf of  
 ___________________________ 

 ______________________________ 
 There are four seasons in this hemisphere.  

10. A. hear                        
B. here 

 verb 
 adverb 

 to receive and understand with the ears 

 ___________________________ 
 ______________________________ 
What are you doing here instead of there? 

11.  A. hour                    
B. _______ 

 poss. adj.  
 _______ 

 ___________________________ 

 belonging to or associated with us 
 This exercise should take around an hour.  
 ______________________________ 

12.  A. its                     
B. _______ 

 poss. adj.  
 contraction 

 ___________________________ 

 “it is”  

My book has lost its jacket.  
 ______________________________ 

13. A. knot                                   
B. _______ 

 noun 
 _______ 

 fastening formed by tying ends together 

 (used to form a negative or opposite)  

 ______________________________ 
 It’s not a good idea to smoke, is it? 

14.  A. _______             
B. no 

 verb 
 interjection 

 ___________________________ 
 absolutely not (the opposite of yes)  

 Do you know how to memorize vocabulary? 
 ______________________________ 

15. A. _______                             
B. maid 

 _______ 
 noun 

 (past form or participle of make)  
 ___________________________ 

 ______________________________ 
 Does your maid do the cooking? 
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VOCABULARY CHART: HOMOPHONES  
Pair of 

Homophones 
Parts of 
Speech 

Contrasting Definitions                                          
or Explanations 

Examples of Use of                   
the Two Items in Context 

16.  A.  ______                              
B. meet 

 noun 
 _______

 ___________________________ 

 to get together at a designated time 

 Vegetarians avoid eating meat.  
 ______________________________ 

17.  A. one                          
B. ______                                     

 _______ 
 verb 

 the first number after zero 
 (past form or participle of win)

 ______________________________ 
Who won the game? What was the score? 

18. A. peace                                         
B. _______ 

 noun 
 _______ 

 ___________________________ 
 slice; a separate portion or quantity  

 I wish the world could live in peace, not war.  
 ______________________________   

19. A. read                                  
B. _______ 

 _______ 
 adjective 

 (past form or participle of read)  
 ___________________________ 

 ______________________________ 
 Red roses often symbolize love.  

20. A. real                                 
B. reel 

 _______ 
 noun 

 actually existing; genuine; true to life 
 round object for winding string or line 

 Can you distinguish real from fake news? 
 ______________________________   

21. A. sell                                        
B. cell 

 _______ 
 noun 

 the opposite of buy; to give for money 
 ___________________________  

 ______________________________  
 A cell is the building block of living things.  

22. A. sea                                                
B. see 

 noun 
 verb 

 the salt waters that cover the earth  
 to perceive with the eyes (look at) 

 Sailors go to sea when they leave a port.  
 I see your point but I don’t agree with you.   

1  2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 

21 22   Can you make sentences (that make sense) 
with these 22 pairs of homophones?                       
Be sure to spell the words correctly.                       

(See Answer Key page 154 for examples.)  
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 I nstructions: In context, can you distinguish between or among homophones 
in pairs or groups? To find out, read the following “tall tale” from PART 8 of   

the Reading-Skills Worktext, What’s the Point? Learning to Learn from Reading in the 
Real World. In each pair of brackets [  ], there are two or three homophones. 
Circle the correct choice for the meaning. (These are on Answer Key page 154.) 
Would you like advanced practice in the use of homophones? Then list the 
uncircled words from the story (the homophones that do not fit the context).         
Tell what they mean or use them in sample phrases or sentences.  

THE WIND 
 Well, yes...the wind does get up and blow 1[ sometimes / some 

times ] in Texas. The 2[ reel / real ] good hard winds come from the           

north 3[ or / oar ] the south—unless, of 4[ course / coarse ], they really                 

get going and whirl 5[ a round / around ] in all directions. 

 That reminds me of a story.                        

Picture this 6[ seen / scene ]. About 

twenty years ago last summer, I  

was working with 7[ sum / some ] 

men in the watermelon fields—

planting the 8[ cedes / seeds ].                         

9[ There / They’re / Their ] was a                  

nice gentle little wind blowing.                    

But about noon the sun’s 10[ raise / 

rays ] started to get hotter.  

 Soon 11[ they’re / there / their ] were little cyclones                  

of wind 12[ here / hear ] and 13[ there / they’re / their ].   

There were 14[ more / moor ] and more of them. I never saw 

15[ sew / so / sow ] many of these little twisters at the same                        

16[ thyme / time ]. Then suddenly the strangest thing happened.  
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 The wind was picking up speed, and then it decided to 17 [ dew / due / do ] 

some 18 [ real / reel ] blowing. 19 [ About / A bout ] 20 [ one / won / ] o’clock,                    

when the 21[ son / sun ] started going 22[ to / too / two ] the west, the wind                           

23[ flue / flew ] out of that direction like a 24[ ball / bawl ] out of hell.  

 There were some wild dogs chasing a 25[ hare / hair ].                       

They almost had her 26[ to / too / two ].  But when that wind 

came, she 27[ razed / raised ] her ears, and the wind just 28

[ blue / blew ] that poor animal out of 29[ cite / site / sight ].  

 But to get back to my 30[ tale / tail ], we were planting 

watermelon seeds.  But 31[ by / buy ] 32[ to / too / two ] o’ clock, 

the wind was 33[ so / sew / sow ] hard that everything was 

leaning east. We had to put those seeds 34[ ate / eight ] inches 

into the ground to keep them from blowing out. Well, the wind kept 

blowing harder and harder—it just wouldn’t  35[ dye / die ] down—

until at 36[ for / four ] o’clock the sun was actually standing still.  

 We didn’t 37[ no / know ] how that could 38[ be / bee ]. But that strange old 

sun just stood there and stood there 39[ for / four ] hours and  40[ ours / hours ]. 

We thought it should be evening 41[ all ready / already ]. The sun kept trying                     

to go down but it was just stuck 42[ write / rite / right ] up there in the sky.                           

It couldn’t get 43[ a way / away ]. It even stayed around until the stars 

came out. Those big old stars sure looked surprised to 44[ sea / see ] 

that bright old sun 45[ stair / stare ] right back at them.  

 After a long time, the wind began to let up. The moon came and                                  

46[ chased / chaste ] the sun 47[ through / threw ] the sky away off over                  

a hill, so it got 48[ to / too / two ] dark to plant any more melons. Finally, 

we went on home to supper. But in these twenty years, 49[ weave /  

we’ve ] never again 50[ seen / scene ] a strong old wind like that one was.  
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 I nstructions: Do you know which homophones to use in which contexts?                      
To find out, read the following fiction from PART 8 of the Reading-Skills 

Worktext, What’s the Point? Learning to Learn from Reading in the Real World. 
All of the words that have homophones are underlined, but they’re wrong in    
that sentence context. Pronounce each underlined homophone and then write 
the correct word above it. (Correct spellings appear on Answer Key page 155.)  
Would you like advanced practice in the use of homophones? Then list the 
incorrect word choices from the story (the homophones that do not fit the 
context). Tell their meanings or use them in sample phrases or sentences. 

THE LOST WALLET 
 When I found the wallet on the ground, I didn’t want to 1steppe on it or 2steel a 

3sent, of 4coarse. I wanted to give it back to 5it’s owner. Somehow, it seemed to 6bee 

important. 7Their was 8know identification inside. But 9they’re was a letter. According 

to the signature and the date, a woman named Bernice 10rote the letter over sixty years 

ago. It was a 11”Deer John” letter” 12too a man 13who’s name was Harry. In the letter, 

Bernice had 14tolled Harry that her mother forbade her to ever 15sea 16hymn again.                 

She 17new it would 18brake his heart. But she 19wood love him forever.  

 It was a 20vary beautiful letter—although it 21maid me feel sad.                  

But there was no 22weigh—except for the name 23Hairy—to identify the 

receiver. All 24Eye could read on the torn envelope was the return 25a 

dress. I called telephone information and explained what I 26kneaded.                        

“I’m not 27aloud to give you the telephone number for an address,”                    

the operator said, “28butt I can call the number 29four you.” I 30staid on the line.   

 After 31too minutes, the operator connected me with a woman on the other end 

of the line. “32Wood you happen to 33no a woman named Bernice?” I asked. “She must 

be well over seventy years old 34buy now.” 

 “Of 35coarse,” said the woman. “We bought this house from Bernice’s family 

over forty years ago. The parents 36dyed, but I’ve 37herd that Bernice Barber is still 

alive. She’s in a retirement home quite near 38hear.                                                                 
          Continued on next page . . .  
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 I got the address of the home and went 39they’re. When I told 

the guard why I was there, he 40scent me to the sixth floor.  I didn’t 

have to 41weight. A nurse 42lead me to the day room, where a 43suite, 

old lady with silver 44hare was watching TV. She was wearing night 

45close, and she had a warm smile and friendly eyes. 

 I told Bernice about the wallet and showed her the letter 46two Harry.                     

She took a deep breath when she saw it. “47Owe, yes,” she said, with 48tiers in her 

eyes. “That letter was my 49vary last contact with Harry. I loved him very much. 

But I was only sixteen, and my mother felt I was 50to young. It didn’t 51seam    

52fare.  He was 53sew handsome . . . like a movie star.”  

 She 54side, and we both laughed. “Yes, Harry Goldblum was his name.                       

If you ever 55fined him, tell him I think of him often. I never did get married.                    

The years 56past, but 57nun of the other men seemed as 58write for me as Harry.” 

 I thanked her and took the elevator 59strait to the first floor of the home. The 

guard asked me how it went. I told him I had the man’s last name, but I probably 

wasn’t going to try to 60fined him 61fore a while. I didn’t have any time to 62waist.  

 While we talked, I pulled out the wallet. The guard looked at it and said, 

“Hey, I know 63who’s wallet that is. 64Its Mr. Goldblum’s. 65Weed know it 

anywhere. He’s 66all ways losing it. 67Weave found it ourselves three times.  

 “68Your telling me—Mr. Goldblum lives in this home?” I asked. 

 “Yes, he’s one of the old-timers on the 69forth floor. I’m sure that’s his 

wallet. He often goes out for walks in the 70mourning.” 

 I thanked the guard and almost ran up the 71stares to the fourth floor. It was 

late. I hoped Harry was still awake. “I think he’s in the day room,” said the nurse. 

“He likes to 72reed and 73right at 74knight. He’s the nicest old man. A 75grate guy.” 

Continued on next page . . . 
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 76Wee went to the only room with lights on, and sure enough—there was a 

man sitting at a table—next to a vase with a single 77flour in it. He was 78a loan—

writing on 79stationary. The nurse asked if he was missing his wallet. “I . . . 

haven’t 80mist it. . . yet.” He felt in his pocket and then said, “Oh, my. It is gone.” 

 When I showed Harry the lost wallet, he thanked me and said, 

“At  81leased let me give you a reward.” 

 “Oh, no, thank you. But 82theirs something I have to tell you. When I found 

the wallet, I 83red the letter in it. I thought it might help me find you.” 

 “You read 84threw the 85hole letter?” he asked, red with embarrassment.  

 “86Knot only that . . . ” I smiled. “I also think I know 87wear Bernice is.” 

 His face got 88pail. “You know where the love of my life is? You know, 

when I got that letter, my life ended. I never married. I’ve always loved her.” 

 “Harry,” I said, “89Weight here . . . . No, better—come with me. And bring 

that 90rows with you.” 

 We took the elevator to the sixth floor and went to the day room, where 

Bernice was still up. “Bernice,” I said softly. “Do you 91no this man?” 

 She looked at him but didn’t say a word. After a 92paws, he          

said,  “Bernice, my love, 93its Harry. Harry Goldblum. 94Due you 

remember?” He handed her the rose. 

 I left them alone. When I left the home, I was crying softly to myself.  

 After a 95weak,  I got a call from the director of the home. “Can 

you come on Sunday for a wedding?” he asked. “The bride is 76, and 

the groom is 82, so they don’t want to lose any time. This couple is a 

96site to see. They’re acting just like a 97pear of teenagers in love. Now 

98there going to walk down the 99I’ll together to the 100alter.”  
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 I nstructions: In the following story, homographs (words with different origins 
and meanings from other words with the same spellings) are underlined.  

In the first column of the Vocabulary Chart: Homographs on the next page,                   
write each missing word on the line before its part of speech and its definition. 
Pronounce each Homograph A-T aloud. (You may want to add its pronunciation 
in /phonetic symbols/.) In the fourth column, after each Number 1-20 write a 
phrase or sentence of your own that includes each corresponding homograph 
and shows its meaning. Read it aloud. Some possibilities are given.  
A completed Chart is shown on Answer Key page 155 as an example. 

  Pandora’s Box  
 According to Greek mythology, the first woman on 
Earth was Pandora. Pandora was very beautiful and 
intelligent, but she was also very curious. When the gods 
gave Pandora to Epimetheus as his wife, they also gave 
the couple a wedding present. The gift was in a heavy 
lead box. No one knew its contents.   

 Because he didn’t trust the gods, Epimetheus was content to leave the box 
closed. But Pandora wasn’t. Her husband refused to let her open it, so she waited 
until he was gone. One day when Epimetheus wasn’t present, Pandora slowly 
lifted the lid of the mysterious box. In the next few 
seconds, out flew many live creatures. There was Sickness 
and Suffering and Misery. Greed and Jealousy and Hate 
were close behind. Pandora shut the box as fast as she 
could, but it was too late. Within minutes, the wind carried 
these minute symbols of Evil out into the world. 

 When Epimetheus came home, Pandora was in tears. She felt terrible about 
what she had done, so her husband tried and tried to console her. Then, when he 
was looking sadly into the almost empty box, he saw one more thing. It was a tiny 
but beautiful creature named Hope. He opened the lead box a second time, and 
Hope flew out to join the rest of the creatures in the world of human beings. 

 So human beings began to lead lives of sickness, suffering, pain, and evil. 
But there was also Hope—and Love and Happiness—on Earth.  
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Pairs of 
Homographs 

Parts of 
Speech 

Definition or 
Explanation 

Example of the Item                      
in Context 

A. close / klowz / 

B. close / klows / 

 v. 

 adj. 

 shut 

 near 

1. Please close the open box.   

2. _____________________________ 

C. console / kEnsowl / 

D. _____________ 
 n. 

 v. 

 flat surface with machine controls 

 give sympathetic comfort  

3. the console of a pipe organ 

4. _____________________________ 

E. content  

F. _____________ 
 n. 

 adj. 

 what is inside a container 

 happy; satisfied 

5. What’s the content of Unit 8?   

6. _____________________________ 

G. _____________ 

H. _____________  
 n. 

 adj. 

 a unit of time: sixty seconds 

 very, very small 

7.  ______________________________ 

8.  ______________________________ 

I. ______________ 

J. ______________ 
 n. 

 adj. 

 something given as a gift 

 the opposite of absent 

9. ______________________________ 

10.  _____________________________ 

K. refuse 

L. ______________ 
 n. 

 v. 

 waste material 

 not do; say no to an idea or 

11. Who dumped refuse in the city park? 

12. ______________________________ 

M. saw 

N. _____________ 
 n. 

 v. 

 a tool for cutting hard material 

 past tense of see 

13. a power saw to cut wood with 

14. _____________________________ 

O. _____________ 

P. ______________ 
 n. 

 adj. 

 time equal to 1/60 of a minute 

 the ordinal number after 1st 

15. _____________________________  

16. _____________________________ 

Q. _____________ 

R. tears 
 n. 

 v. 

 liquid that comes from the eyes  

 pulls apart or into pieces 

17.  _____________________________  

18.  tears the wrapping off gifts   

S. _____________ 

T. wind 
 n. 

 v. 

 strongly moving air 

 put around several times 

19. ______________________________  

20.  _____________________________ 

VOCABULARY CHART: HOMOGRAPHS  

Make phrases or sentences about these pics that make sense: use 10 pairs of homographs.                
Be sure to pronounce the words correctly.  (See Answer Key page 155 for examples.)  

     

     

G-H 

K-L M-N O-P Q-R S-T 

I-J A-B E-F C-D 
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 I nstructions: Near-misses are pairs or groups of words that might confuse.                    
But hey are completely different words, however—in meaning, spelling, and 

pronunciation. Can you choose among near-misses for a context? To find out, 
read the following folk story. In each pair of brackets [  ], there are some possibly 
confusable words. Circle the correct choice. (You may compare your answers to 
those on Answer Key page 156.)  
Would you like advanced-level practice in the use of near-misses? Then list                    
the incorrect word choices from the brackets of the tale. Tell what they mean                 
or use them in sample phrases or sentences. (See examples on page 156.)   

  The Town Hall of Schilda 
 In the Middle 1[ Ages / Aches ] in Germany, there was a 2[ quite / 

quiet ] little town named Schilda. The good people 3[ of / off ] this town    

did everything backwards, upside down, or just 4[ plan / plain ] wrong. 

 One day the citizens of Schilda 5[ diced / decided ] to build a town 6
[ hall / hull ]. So everyone in the town—7[ accept / except ] the 8[ very / 

berry ] oldest or sickest people—got together in the town square to do the     

9[ walk / work ]. Six weeks 10[ later / latter ],  all the walls were 11[ complete / compete ]. 

Soon after that, they 12 [ put / putt ] on the roof. The town 13 [ all / hall ] was ready to use. 

 That 14[ some day / Sunday ], all the townspeople came to 15[ celebrate / calibrate ] 

the grand opening of their new town hall. As was the 16 [ costume / custom ], they all 

wore their best clothes or 17[ costumes / customs ]. They climbed the stairs and went      

18[ through / thorough ] the entrance. But as soon as they got 19[ incite / inside ], they 

turned 20[ round / around ] and tried to get back out. Of course, the people going in                      

21[ bummed / bumped ] into the people going out. There was one 22[ collusion / 

collision ] after another. People 23[ felt / fell ] 

down  and 24[ lied / lay ] on the ground. It    

was 25[ quit / quite / quiet ] a 26[ mess / miss ]. 

 27[ Finely / Finally ] everybody                      

was outside again. 28[ Than / Then ]                               

a 29[ woman / women ] shouted,                                        

“30[ High! Hey! ] It’s dark in there!” 

“Die 
Schildbürger”                 
= a [ series / 

serious ] of funny 
short stories.  

People going in [ bummed / bumped ] 
into those trying to get out.  
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 A young man answered, “That’s because there’s no light in 

our beautiful new town hall.” 

 So the town council met that evening to 31[ discuss / disgust ] 

the situation. “Is there any way to 32[ salve / solve ] this difficult 

problem?” they asked. 33[ Finale / Finally ] they began to                           

34[ device / devise ] a plan. 

 “Light is an 35[ ailment / element ] just like water,” they                       

36[ raisin / reasoned ]. “We can 37[ care / carry ] water into our houses 

in containers, so we need to do the same thing with sunlight.” 

 “A 38[ prefect / perfect ] idea!” said the others. “If we all 39[ corporate / cooperate ], 

we can 40[ punish / finish ] the whole job before nightfall.” 

 The next day the town square was 41[ filed / filled ]                    

42[ wit / with ] people. Everyone had a 43[ shovel / shower ] 

or a broom to 44[ life / lift } or 45[ sweep / swap ] sunlight 

into a 46[ bucket / buckle ], a can, a 47[ sack / sock ], or                   

a box. 48[ Than / Then ] they quickly closed their 

containers, 49[ curried / carried ] them into the town hall, 

emptied the sunlight, and ran back 50[ upside / outside ]                 

to get more. How do you think a 51 [ pitcher / picture ] of 

these crazy 52[ seem / scene ] looked? 

 53[ When / Win ] the sun went down, the townspeople 

stopped their work. They 54[ closed / clothed / cloved ] their 

eyes,  55[ held / heeled ], their 56[ breath / breathe ], and slowly                  

57[ entered / interred ] the building. But when they opened their         

58[ ice / eyes ] again, it was 59[ jest / just / joust ] as dark inside    

as before. Sadly, they went back outside.  

 How do you 60[ think / thing ] the Schildbürger finally 

solved the problem of the Schilda town hall? Look it up online! 

 [ Everyone / Every one ] had a container 
of some [ kind / kine ] to carry light in.  

Is [ lite / light ] an [ element / 
ailment ] like water?  
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A. Word                
Pairs 

B. Part of 
Speech 

C. Definition or 
Explanation 

D. Example of the Item              
in Context 

1.  

2.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3.  
 
4.  

 
  

  

  

  

  
 

  

VOCABULARY CHART: CONFUSING WORD PAIRS  

L earning Beyond the Book 
 Are there pairs or groups of words that you confuse—homophones, 
homographs, or near-misses? List items words in the left column of a 

Vocabulary Chart: Confusing Word Pairs.  For at least a week, add new 
words that seem similar to other words you have learned. Fill in the parts of speech, 
simple explanations or definitions, and examples (phrases or sentences) to illustrate 
their meanings. The beginning of your chart might look something like this: 

Now continue using the words from your chart in your own speaking and writing.  
For “advanced practice,” look up the concept of “Commonly Confused Words” on 
websites like http://grammar.yourdictionary.com/style-and-usage/commonly-
confused-words.html. Add these to your Vocabulary Chart: Confusing Word 
Pairs. Look up (and download or print out) “InfoGraphics” and/or “Worksheets.”  

Info and exercises on the topic of “Easily Confused Words” are plentiful and fun to complete as “quizzes.”                     
It may be more productive, however, to learn their similarities, differences, and uses in your own contexts.  


